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Gangsters, Bootleggers, and Bandits
The first English-language book to document the men who emerged from the gulags to become Russia's much-feared crime
class: the vory v zakone Mark Galeotti is the go-to expert on organized crime in Russia, consulted by governments and
police around the world. Now, Western readers can explore the fascinating history of the vory v zakone, a group that has
survived and thrived amid the changes brought on by Stalinism, the Cold War, the Afghan War, and the end of the Soviet
experiment. The vory--as the Russian mafia is also known--was born early in the twentieth century, largely in the Gulags
and criminal camps, where they developed their unique culture. Identified by their signature tattoos, members abided by
the thieves' code, a strict system that forbade all paid employment and cooperation with law enforcement and the state.
Based on two decades of on-the-ground research, Galeotti's captivating study details the vory's journey to power from their
early days to their adaptation to modern-day Russia's free-wheeling oligarchy and global opportunities beyond.

The Vory
This multivolume resource is the most extensive reference of its kind, offering a comprehensive summary of the misdeeds,
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perpetrators, and victims involved in the most memorable crime events in American history. • Supports national standards
curriculum • Offers an extensive selection of primary documents to encourage critical thinking and reading practice •
Includes photos and illustrations to help bring content to life • Features sidebars with illuminating crime facts and
interesting anecdotes

Whitey Bulger
Master story teller Marc Mappen applies a generational perspective to the gangsters of the Prohibition era—men born in the
quarter century span from 1880 to 1905—who came to power with the Eighteenth Amendment. On January 16, 1920, the
Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution went into effect in the United States, “outlawing the manufacture, sale, or
transportation of intoxicating liquors.” A group of young criminals from immigrant backgrounds in cities around the nation
stepped forward to disobey the law of the land in order to provide alcohol to thirsty Americans. Today the names of these
young men—Al Capone, Lucky Luciano, Dutch Schultz, Legs Diamond, Nucky Johnson—are more familiar than ever, thanks
in part to such cable programs as Boardwalk Empire. Here, Mappen strips way the many myths and legends from television
and movies to describe the lives these gangsters lived and the battles they fought. Placing their criminal activities within
the context of the issues facing the nation, from the Great Depression, government crackdowns, and politics to sexual
morality, immigration, and ethnicity, he also recounts what befell this villainous group as the decades unwound. Making use
of FBI and other government files, trial transcripts, and the latest scholarship, the book provides a lively narrative of
shootouts, car chases, courtroom clashes, wire tapping, and rub-outs in the roaring 1920s, the Depression of the 1930s, and
beyond. Mappen asserts that Prohibition changed organized crime in America. Although their activities were mercenary and
violent, and they often sought to kill one another, the Prohibition generation built partnerships, assigned territories, and
negotiated treaties, however short lived. They were able to transform the loosely associated gangs of the pre-Prohibition
era into sophisticated, complex syndicates. In doing so, they inspired an enduring icon—the gangster—in American popular
culture and demonstrated the nation’s ideals of innovation and initiative. View a three minute video of Marc Mappen
speaking about Prohibition Gangsters.

Crimes of the Centuries: Notorious Crimes, Criminals, and Criminal Trials in American History
[3 volumes]
Since the start of the 20th Century, the Italians and Chinese in the Little Italy/Chinatown area in New York City have
endured an uneasy truce. In the first three quarters of the century, the Italians ruled the neighborhood with an iron fist. But
starting in the 1970's, the dynamics began to change, as more Italians moved out and droves of Chinese began flowing into
Chinatown from China. This did not bode well for Italian mob boss Tony Bentimova (Tony B), so he enlisted the help of his
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most trusted killer, Big Fat Fanny Fanelli, all six foot six inches and six hundred and sixty pounds of her, to ensure the
Italians maintained control of all the illegal rackets in Little Italy, which was slowly, but surely being transformed into
Chinatown.

California Digest of Official Reports, 3d & 4th Series
What people are saying about Mobsters, Gangs, Crooks, and Other Creeps: Vol. 4 BRUNO DOES IT AGAIN!! By RJ Parker
"Best Selling Author" Just when you think you've read everything there is about NYC mobsters and gangs, Bruno comes up
with more. Mobsters, Gangs, Crooks and Other Creeps-Volume 4 is another must have for the true crime collector. Bruno is
the real deal when it comes to historical crime in the big apple. A great way to spend 99 cents!! By JldB "Mobsters, Gangs,
Crooks and Other Creeps-Volume 4" is a great way to spend 99 cents. Bruno makes some great points about the Feds going
after the decimated Italian Mob in America, when they should be concentrating on terrorists. Also, I didn't realize there were
so many crooked cops in New York City, but I know that tradition goes all the way back to the late 1800's. All in all this book
is a fun read. But maybe not so much, if you are a NY City cop.

The Gangs Of New York
What People are saying about Joe Bruno's Mobster BooksANOTHER HISTORY LESSON! – I love Joe Bruno's books. I always
say that he's the NYC true crime historian. NYC has had its share of murder and corruption over the past couple of centuries
and the author is a wealth of knowledge about it. A must read for any true crime book collector. - RJ Parker - Best Selling
Author of True Crime Books TRUE CRIME AT ITS BEST!! - Joe Bruno has a way of giving real light into his mob stories. His
easy writing style pulls you in, and his no BS attitude allows you as a reader to get the full story not just what he chooses to
share. There is so much real life history in these books. His books are especially edge of your seat interesting. They are
mind blowing, really. I would highly recommend you pick up a copy of one of his books. You'll see what I am talking about. –
Brenda Perlin – Adult Contemporary Fiction Author.

Media Law Reporter
Encyclopedia of World Crime: A-C
A Man of Honor
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The Films of Martin Scorsese
** Special Price for a limited-time only: 3 books for the price of 2! ** Three essential books to help inspire and jumpstart
your writing career. Together in one especially-priced box set collection. If you have ever wondered how successful writers
got there and how you can do the same. this collection is for you. The set includes: How They Did It: 25 bloggers, authors
and writers share all their secrets about earning a living and how you can do it too Some of the country's most prominent
freelancers and bloggers share their best advice, covering everything from jumpstarting your career, landing well-paid
assignments, expanding beyond your comfort zone, avoiding scams, and much, much more. Get a special peek into the
lives and work schedules of successful freelancers and see photos of their writing spaces. The 10 Habits of Successful
Writers What do a New York Times bestselling novelist, a six-figure freelancer, and an award-winning indie have in
common? A few very useful habits. Find out how to become highly productive so you can earn more, the common mistakes
that are holding you back and the one thing every featured writer believes is key to success (Hint: It involves a chair) The
$1,000 Query Letter Read real query letters that landed their authors dream assignments and contracts, including multiplebook deals with major publishers, magazine columns and more. Then learn what made those queries so amazing and how
you can yours shine. keywords: writing and publishing, success stories, how they did it, make money writing, become a
writer

Outlaws, Mobsters & Crooks: Computer criminals, spies, swindlers, terrorists
Find Big Fat Fanny Fast
YA. Volume 1 of a three volume set which details 75 criminals and the officers who apprehended them. Shows what they
did, how and why they did it.

Manhattan Mafia Guide
The New York City historian and author of The Bowery takes readers on a tour of New York’s infamous underworld in this
revealing guide. During the early twentieth century, Sicilian and Southern Italian immigrants poured into New York City
looking for a better life. But while they escaped the kind of poverty and persecution they experienced in the old country,
they soon discovered that certain criminal enterprises followed them to America. Over the years, the island of Manhattan
would become a hotbed of organized crime and underworld intrigue. It’s a version of the city that remains invisible to most
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visitors—until now. In this revealing tour of New York City’s mafia history, Eric Ferrara gives readers an insider’s look at how
the mob lived—and where they died. Ferrara goes inside mafia hangouts from the Copacabana to Milady’s Bar and the
Thompson Street Social Club. He vividly recounts infamous episodes in the lives of famous mafia men, like Charlie “Lucky”
Luciano and Joey Gallo, as well as more obscure players who will be new to most readers. From the beginnings of Black
Hand criminal networks to the reign of an all-powerful organized crime syndicate, Manhattan Mafia Guide offers a
fascinating look down New York City’s mean streets.

Mafia Cop
Discusses the rise of the American gangster including six famous gangsters: Al Capone, "Lucky" Luciano, Meyer Lansky,
Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel, Sam Giancana, and John Gotti.

John Dillinger Slept Here
"Book Two: K&A Kid The Wages of Sin" follows the life of Johnny Burke, who has advanced from allegedly leading Philly's
Irish Mob a/k/a "The K&A Gang" to become what some authorities have called "Philadelphia's most clever & diabolical
criminal" and "the highest ranking non-Italian in the Philadelphia La Cosa Nostra". Burke's close association with Irish and
other wiseguys in Boston, London, Dublin, Hollywood & Vegas, along with his friendship with Black entrepreneur and Ali pal,
Major Benjamin Coxson, is detailed, as well as adventures in Africa, the Carribean. Eventually most of Burke's friends are
assassinated in the Mob War of the '80's in which Burke himself is also the object of a murderous scheme.

Reports of Cases Determined in the Courts of Appeal of the State of California
In the hands of Jewish literary communists - themselves engaged in transgressing cultural boundaries - the figure of the
Jewish gangster provides an occasion to craft a virile Jewish masculinity, to consider the role of vernacular in literature, to
interrogate the place of art within a political economy, and to explore the fate of Jewishness in the "new worlds" of the
United States and the Soviet Union."--BOOK JACKET.

Crooks Kill, Cops Lie
Jewish Gangsters of Modern Literature
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The Gang That Couldn't Shoot Straight
Traces the history of crime in St. Paul, Minnesota, from 1920 to 1936, describing specific incidents, profiling criminals,
victims, and law enforcement officials, and looking at places where criminal activity occurred.

The Mysterious Murder of Martha Moxley
YA. Volume 2 of a three volume set which details 75 criminals and the officers who apprehended them. Shows what they
did, how and why they did it.

West's California reporter
Number of Exhibits: 4

California. Court of Appeal (2nd Appellate District). Records and Briefs
He was one of the most decorated cops in the history of NYPD. From his "wiseguy" relatives, he learned the meaning of
honor and loyalty. From his fellow cops, he learned the meaning of betrayal. MAFIA COP His father, Ralph "Fat the Gangster"
Eppolito, was stone-cold Mafia hit-man. Lou Eppolito, however, chose to live by different code; he chose the uniform of
NYPD. And he was one of the best -- a good, tough, honest cop down the line. Butu even his sterling record, his headlinemaking heroism, couldn't protect him when the police brass decided to take him down. Although completely exonerated of
charges that he had passed secrets to the mob, Lou didn't stand a chance. They had taken something from him they
couldn't give back: his dignity and his pride. Now, here's the powerful story, told in Lou Eppolito's own words, of the bloody
Mafia hit that claimed his uncle and cousinof his middle-of-the-night meeting with "Boss of Bosses" Paul Castellanoof one
good cop who survived eight shootouts and saved hundreds of victims, who was persecuted, prosecuted, and ultimately
betrayed by his own department. Full of hard drama and gritty truth, Mafia Cop gives a vivid, inside look at life in the
Family, on the force, and on the mean streets of New York.

Machinists' Monthly Journal
RATS ARE NOT MADE; PEOPLE ARE BORN RATS.Mathew J. Mari – New York City Criminal Attorney for26 years.*****“Whitey
Bulger: The Biggest Rat” is the story of James “Whitey” Bulger, the Boston mob boss; from his earliest days of crime, to his
heyday running Boston's underworld, including his escape and capture after 16 years on the run.This book also includes
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Bulger's trial, and the jury verdict which found Bulger guilty of 31 of the 32 counts in the indictment. Bulger was also found
guilty of 11 of the 19 murders included in the indictment.It's fair to say that Whitey Bulger will die in jail. Bulger's lucky he
didn't get the death penalty; which would have been a more fitting punishment for one of the vilest individuals to ever roam
the earth.

Outlaws, Mobsters & Crooks: Bandits & gunslingers, bootleggers, pirates
New York Times bestseller: A novel of a messy mob war in Brooklyn that “makes you laugh out loud” (Chicago Sun-Times).
Kid Sally Palumbo has been a loyal servant to the Brooklyn Mafia for years. His specialty is murder, and he is so skilled at it
that he has gotten the attention of Mafia boss Papa Baccala. But unfortunately for Kid Sally, murder pays poorly. He wants
to make real dough, to get respect, and to be able to tell his colleagues where to sit when they eat dinner. In short, he
wants to be boss. The job would be his for the taking—if only Kid Sally weren’t a Grade A moron. To keep Sally from stirring
up trouble, Baccala tosses him an easy assignment: Organize a bicycle race through Brooklyn, and keep the profits. Kid
Sally bungles it, setting off a turf war that quickly engulfs the borough. The dimwitted mobsters are masters in the art of
murder, and they are about to put on a show. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Jimmy Breslin including rare
photos and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal collection.

Esquire
In the early 1980's, the St. Louis Region was controlled by the Chicago "outfit" controlled by Joey (Doves) Aiuppa. Joey
(Doves) controlled all of the labor locals and most of the trade unions. He had considerable clout within local and state
government due to union financial support of local politicians. Joey (Doves) guys in charge in St. Louis (John Vitale and Tony
Giordano) became sick and old and the young guns in the region saw a chance to take over the rackets in the region. A
Syrian family (Leisure (Paul and Anthony) decided to bomb a few of the "outfit's guys. One good car bombing begets
another. It was chaos on the streets of St. Louis. The author was a detective in the prestigious Intelligence Unit of the police
department. His job was to investigate (spy on) the organized criminals. His first hand account of what transpired in the St.
Louis gang war is true and indisputable. The book contains crime scene photos, true names, and an index. It is nonfiction
true crime at its finest.

Mob Rats
At around 9:30 pm on October 30, 1975, blond and beautiful 15-year-old Martha Moxley had just left the Skakel residence
and was walking to her home on the other side of Walsh Lane, in the swank Belle Haven section of Greenwich, Connecticut.
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Suddenly, someone rushed up behind her and bashed in her head with a 6-iron that belonged to a set of clubs that was
later found in the Skakel residence. The killer then dragged Martha's body down a deep slope and deposited her, face-down,
under a huge pine tree. He then stabbed her in the neck with a splintered shaft of the golf club, and pulled her jeans down
to her knees, exposing her buttocks. The killer had either been unwilling, or was physically unable to sexually assault the
half-naked girl. The Greenwich police had not investigated a murder case in over 30 years. They bungled the crucial initial
investigation and the subsequent follow-ups. It wasn't until 2002, 27 years after Martha's murder, that Michael Skakel, the
nephew of Ethel Skakel Kennedy, the wife of former Attorney General, Robert F. Kennedy, was tried and convicted of
Martha's murder. Was the Greenwich PD totally incompetent in their initial and ongoing investigation of Martha's murder?
Did the state's Attorney General look the other way because he was afraid of whom he might offend? Did the
Skakel/Kennedy cabal intimidate both the Greenwich PD and the state's AG from doing their jobs? This book will try to
answer those questions. Suddenly, someone rushed up behind her and bashed in her head with a 6-iron that belonged to a
set of clubs that was later found in the Skakel residence. The killer then dragged Martha's body down a deep slope and
deposited her, face-down, under a huge pine tree. He then stabbed her in the neck with a splintered shaft of the golf club,
and pulled her jeans down to her knees, exposing her buttocks. The killer had either been unwilling, or was physically
unable to sexually assault the half-naked girl. The Greenwich police had not investigated a murder case in over 30 years.
They bungled the crucial initial investigation and the subsequent follow-ups. It wasn't until 2002, 27 years after Martha's
murder, that Michael Skakel, the nephew of Ethel Skakel Kennedy, the wife of former Attorney General, Robert F. Kennedy,
was tried and convicted of Martha's murder. Was the Greenwich PD totally incompetent in their initial and ongoing
investigation of Martha's murder? Did the state's Attorney General look the other way because he was afraid of whom he
might offend? Did the Skakel/Kennedy cabal intimidate both the Greenwich PD and the state's AG from doing their jobs?
This book will try to answer those questions.

The Wages of Sin
Herbert Asbury presents here a vivid and startling account of New York gangdom from its beginning in Revolutionary times
to comparatively recent days. Here are the stories of the great gangs which terrorized the city and at times menaced its
very existence—from the Bowery Boys and the Dead Rabbits to the Gophers and the Eastmans. Kid Dropper, Dopey Benny,
Gyp the Blood and Owney Madden are a few of the gangster luminaries described, not to mention such female evildoers as
Gallus Mag and Sadie the Goat. Nor have the underworld’s lesser lights been overlooked; for these pages are crowded with
a host of gang warriors, pickpockets, tong leaders, murderers, politicians, gamblers, prostitutes, dive-keepers and a few
would-be reformers. Mr. Asbury has created such a rich, factual background for this chronicle of crime and gangsterism that
the book gains considerable stature as a revealing picture of New York City’s history through a century of frenzied growth
and expansion. Whether you read it as such or merely for amusement, it is a swift, exciting experience.
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Gangsters
Old Gangsters & Young Guns: The True Tales of Two Worlds
The Films of Martin Scorsese: Gangsters, Greed, and Guilt looks at the 24 features directed by Martin Scorsese in
chronological order, providing an overview with some historical context, followed by a brief synopsis, and other details per
film. An accessible analysis that dives deep into the themes, techniques, and innovations of each movie

Walk a Crooked Road with the Crooks
These are the true stories of several of America's most notorious Black and Latino gangsters whose careers created the
utmost revered legends of the past 40 years. Their exploits and extremes have been chronicled across many mediums,
including film and television but as a firsthand participant in the lifestyle, I was a friend to many and a contemporary of
most so I have written stories that few have either the knowledge or experience to share. This is BEYOND THE HOOD.

The Rise and Fall of the Jewish Gangster in America
Write Attitude
Forget everything you think you know about Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker. Previous books and films, including the
brilliant 1967 movie starring Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway, have emphasized the supposed glamour of America's most
notorious criminal couple, thus contributing to ongoing mythology. The real story is completely different -- and far more
fascinating. In Go Down Together: The True, Untold Story of Bonnie and Clyde, bestselling author Jeff Guinn combines
exhaustive research with surprising, newly discovered material to tell the real tale of two kids from a filthy Dallas slum who
fell in love and then willingly traded their lives for a brief interlude of excitement and, more important, fame. Their timing
could not have been better -- the Barrow Gang pulled its first heist in 1932 when most Americans, reeling from the Great
Depression, were desperate for escapist entertainment. Thanks to newsreels, true crime magazines, and new-fangled wire
services that transmitted scandalous photos of Bonnie smoking a cigar to every newspaper in the nation, the Barrow Gang
members almost instantly became household names on a par with Charles Lindbergh, Jack Dempsey, and Babe Ruth. In the
minds of the public, they were cool, calculating bandits who robbed banks and killed cops with equal impunity. Nothing
could have been further from the truth. Clyde and Bonnie were perhaps the most inept crooks ever, and their two-year
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crime spree was as much a reign of error as it was of terror. Lacking the sophistication to plot robberies of big-city banks,
the Barrow Gang preyed mostly on small mom-and-pop groceries and service stations. Even at that, they often came up
empty-handed and were reduced to breaking into gum machines for meal money. Both were crippled, Clyde from cutting
off two of his toes while in prison and Bonnie from a terrible car crash caused by Clyde's reckless driving. Constantly on the
run from the law, they lived like animals, camping out in their latest stolen car, bathing in creeks, and dining on cans of cold
beans and Vienna sausages. Yet theirs was a genuine love story. Their devotion to each other was as real as their
overblown reputation as criminal masterminds was not. Go Down Together has it all -- true romance, rebellion against
authority, bullets flying, cars crashing, and, in the end, a dramatic death at the hands of a celebrity lawman hired to hunt
them down. Thanks in great part to surviving Barrow and Parker family members and collectors of criminal memorabilia
who provided Jeff Guinn with access to never-before-published material, we finally have the real story of Bonnie and Clyde
and their troubled times, delivered with cinematic sweep and unprecedented insight by a masterful storyteller.

Prohibition Gangsters
Kirkus Reviews
Adult books are categorized by genre (i.e., fiction, mystery, science fiction, nonfiction). Along with bibliographic information,
the expected date of publication and the names of literary agents for individual titles are provided. Starred reviews serve
several functions: In the adult section, they mark potential bestsellers, major promotions, book club selections, and just
very good books; in the children's section, they denote books of very high quality. The unsigned reviews manage to be
discerning and sometimes quite critical.

Outlaws, Mobsters & Crooks: Mobsters, racketeers & gamblers, robbers
This book tracks the rise and fall of an underworld culture that bred some of America's greatest racketeers, bootleggers,
gamblers, and professional killers, examining the careers of such high-profile figures as Meyer Lansky and Benjamin Bugsy
Siegel.

Mobsters, Crooks, Gangs and Other Creeps
Illinois Bandits, Bushwackers, Outlaws, Crooks, Devils, Ghosts, Desperadoes and Other
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Assorted and Sundry Characters!
Robbery, smuggling, gambling—gangsters did it all. They fought the law. They fought each other. And not all of them made
it out alive. Find out the true stories of the United States' most feared hoodlums and mob bosses. Learn how a two-bit car
thief built a criminal empire—and how the mob's top man wound up in prison. Are you bold enough to read on?

Crooks, Crime and Corruption
"Friendships, connections, family ties, trust, loyalty, obedience-this was the 'glue' that held us together." These were the
principles that the greatest Mafia "Boss of Bosses," Joseph Bonnano, lived by. Born in Castellammare del Golfo, Sicily,
Bonnano found his future amid the whiskey-running, riotous streets of Prohibition America in 1924, when he illegally
entered the United States to pursue his dreams. By the age of only twenty-six, Bonnano became a Don. He would
eventually take over the New York underworld, igniting the "Castellammarese War," one of the bloodiest Family battles ever
to hit New York City Now, in this candid and stunning memoir, Joe Bonanno-likely a model for Don Corleone in the
blockbuster movie The Godfather-takes readers inside the world of the real Mafia. He reveals the inner workings of New
York's Five Families-Bonanno, Gambino, Profaci, Lucchese, and Genovese-and uncovers how the Mafia not only dominated
local businesses, but also influenced national politics. A fascinating glimpse into the world of crime, A Man of Honor is an
unforgettable account of one of the most powerful crime figures in America's history.

Mobsters, Gangs, Crooks and Other Creeps
YA. Volume 3 of a three volume set which details 75 criminals and the officers who apprehended them. Shows what they
did, how and why they did it.

Go Down Together
What people are saying about Mobsters, Gangs, Crooks, and Other Creeps: Vol. 2Joe Bruno does it again in Volume 2!!! –
John M. BlowitThe content of Volume 2 leaves nothing to be desired for those who have read Volume 1! Joe Bruno again
comes up with some very interesting characters who once graced the city of New York, from Mobsters & Racketeers, to
women murderers and other interesting figures. Loved both volumes! – lcook0825Wow what a great book! - Dakikle
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